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a b s t r a c t

This article makes the case for the universality of the sequence organization observable in
informal human conversational interaction. Using the descriptive schema developed by
Schegloff (2007), we examine the major patterns of action-sequencing in a dozen nearly all
unrelated languages. What we find is that these patterns are instantiated in very similar
ways for the most part right down to the types of different action sequences. There are also
some notably different cultural exploitations of the patterns, but the patterns themselves
look strongly universal. Recent work in gestural communication in the great apes suggests
that sequence organization may have been a crucial route into the development of lan-
guage. Taken together with the fundamental role of this organization in language acqui-
sition, sequential behavior of this kind seems to have both phylogenetic and ontogenetic
priority, which probably puts substantial functional pressure on language form.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It has sometimes been supposed that the grammar of languages is essentially universal (Chomsky, 1981), whereas the
principles of use are strikingly divergent (Hymes, 1974). But to anyone familiar with informal conversation in different cul-
tures, the reverse seems much more plausible (Levinson, 2000:xiv, Evans and Levinson, 2009), namely that languages differ
fundamentally at every level of organization from sounds through grammar to meaning, whereas the basic organization of
talk exchange in conversation is strikingly convergent across cultures. The plausibility of strong universals in conversational
organization has been increased by the demonstration of precise parallels in turn-taking timing across unrelated cultures and
different modalities (Stivers et al., 2009; De Vos et al., 2015) and exactly parallel procedures for interactive repair across
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languages (Dingemanse et al., 2015). If indeed such a universal infrastructure for language use can be established it would
have important repercussions for understanding how languages are acquired, would establish the functional constraints on
their form, and in promising a bridge to communicative behavior in other primate species may help us understand the
evolution of our extraordinary communication system (Levinson, 2016).

In this article we turn to yet another domain where there appear to be strong universals of interactive language usage,
namely the sequencing of social actions across neighboring turns. The initial observation, due to the founders of conversation
analysis, is that actions often come in pairs (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973). Certain actions by a first speaker therefore make
relevant certain actions by a next one, so these interactional structures are built out of the turn-taking system on the one hand
(Sacks et al., 1974) and social actions on the other (Levinson, 2013a). Schegloff (2007) has developed a systematic description
of parts of this system, along the lines of Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. The basic adjacency pair, with first pair-part (FPP) making relevant a specific second pair-part (SPP), and its optional expansions (Schegloff, 2007).
The basic unit is the base adjacency pair, but this can be expanded by an additional pair before the base sequence, by the
insertion of a pair between the base pair-parts, or by a pair after the base sequence is complete. Further, each of these slots can
be recursively elaborated (Levinson, 2013b), so building overall sequences of considerable length.

It is this organization that we shall argue in this article is essentially universal, demonstrating its operation across a sample
of 12 languages and pointing out the functional motivations for each of its parts. It is prima facie clear that things could be
otherwise; for example, actions could be interleaved so that first I produce a first pair-part of an adjacency pair (FPP) and then
you produce another FPP, and then I respond to yours with a second pair-part (SPP) and you to mine with another SPP.
(Indeed, something like this sometimes occurs in an academic lecture or press interview when the chair collects questions
before they get answered.) It is the hypothesis of this article that the structure outlined in Fig. 1, together with the possibility
of recursive application of sequences, is universal in character. To be clear, the hypothesis is not that all interaction is made up
of adjacency pairs and their expansions, but rather that such sequences occur in all languages as part of a universal infra-
structure for social interaction (Schegloff, 2006).

In this article we proceed as follows. First, we briefly describe the sample of languages inwhich we will test the hypothesis
of the universality of the structure in Fig. 1. Then we review briefly the underlying concepts, especially action, conditional
relevance, normative expectations. Second, we start by demonstrating the cross-cultural validity of the base adjacency pair.
Third, we explore pre-expansions, then fourth insert expansions, and fifth post-expansions and their exponence in the lan-
guages of our sample. Finally, we turn to consider the viability of the universality hypothesis given the data, and the language-
specific features that we have found on the way. The article concludes with a discussion of the functional motivations of
sequence organization, its phylogenetic roots in nonhuman primates, and its implications for the study of linguistic structure.

2. Data and method

To test the universality hypothesis, we drew on video corpora of informal social interaction between family and friends
made in field sites across the globe. The sample included 12 languages, from 11 distinct language families, including both
spoken languages and one sign language (see Table 1).
Table 1
The languages in the sample and their respective field researchers.

Language Language family Location Researcher

ǂAkhoe Haiǀǀom Khoisan Namibia Gertie Hoymann
Cha'palaa Barbacoan Ecuador Simeon Floyd
English IE (Germanic) U.S. and U.K. Kobin H. Kendrick
Italian IE (Romance) Italy Giovanni Rossi
Japanese Japonic Japan Kaoru Hayano
Argentine Sign Language Italian Sign Language Argentina Elizabeth Manrique
Mandarin Chinese Sinitic Taiwan Kobin H. Kendrick
Siwu Kwa Ghana Mark Dingemanse
Turkmen Turkic Turkmenistan Elliott Hoey
Tzeltal Mayan Mexico Penelope Brown
Y�elî Dnye Isolate Island Melanesia Stephen C. Levinson
Yurakar�e Isolate Bolivia Sonja Gipper
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The sample draws on all major continental areas, and includes languages with diverse subsistence patterns, from hunter-
gatherer through swidden agriculture to post-industrial economiese thus from small-scale social systems through to complex
stratified societies. Part of the Yurakar�e data is archived in van Gijn et al. (2011). In the sample, only English and Italian come
from the same language family or cultural tradition. If we can find the hypothesized structures across these diverse languages,
then a prima facie case has been made for their universality.

We beganwith thewell-developedmodel of sequence organization based on English (Schegloff, 2007), which proposes that
the adjacency pair constitutes a basic interactional unit in conversation, while allowing for a set of methods for the expansion
of adjacency pairs into more complex sequences of action as in Fig. 1. Using methods of conversation analysis (see Clift, 2016),
we examined our corpora for evidence of adjacency pairs and six types of adjacency pair expansion: (i) generic pre-expansions,
(ii) specific pre-expansions, (iii) post-first insert expansions, (iv) pre-second insert expansions, (v) minimal post-expansions,
and (vi) non-minimal post-expansions (see Schegloff, 2007). Definitions and examples are provided in Sections 3 and 4.

We adopted a qualitative approach and required clear evidence of the existence of each type of sequence in the relevant
corpus to conclude that the patternwas attested in the language. At least three clear examples of each sequence typewere thus
required for each language, though for pre-second insert expansions the threshold was lowered to one example per language
due to a relatively low frequency of occurrence. Candidate cases were submitted by each researcher to the first author who
carefully vetted them and either accepted or rejected each as a clear example of a given sequence type. In general, our approach
has been a conservative one: only clear and straightforward cases were accepted as adequate evidence for the existence of each
sequence type. The Supplemental Materials include examples of all sequence types we could find for all 12 languages.
3. Fundamental concepts

Research on sequence organization beganwith a question. Given that an alternation between speakers is a basic feature of
conversation, Schegloff (1968) asked, how can one rigorously and empirically discriminate between a series of turns, inwhich
one happens to follow the other, and a more complex structure, a sequence of turns, in which two turns cohere as a unit? The
answer, Schegloff proposed, is that some turns at talk are united by a special property: conditional relevance.1 If one turn is
conditionally relevant on another, then the production of the first provides for the relevance of the second. A paradigm case is
a summons-answer sequence, where the occurrence of a summons, such as calling out someone's name, makes an answer by
the recipient conditionally relevant. If no answer occurs, its absence is a noticeable event, which allows for a variety of in-
ferences (e.g. the recipient did not hear or is ignoring the summoner). Conditional relevance therefore sets up specific se-
miotic expectations e a response is due, even if it is not immediately forthcoming.

Conditional relevance is a defining property of an adjacency pair (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973). Besides summons-answer
sequences, other members of the class of sequences that constitute adjacency pairs include greetingegreeting, question-
answer, offer-acceptance/refusal, request-granting/denial, invitation-acceptance/declination, compliment-acceptance/
rejection, among others (Sacks et al., 1974:716).2 An adjacency pair is defined as a unit of two turns by different speakers,
normally adjacently placed one after the other, inwhich the firste a first pair-parte initiates an exchange and the seconde a
secondpair-parte is responsive to thefirst and completes the sequence. The pair-parts are united bya relevance rule: upon the
recognizable production and completion of a first pair-part, the recipient should produce a second pair-part of the same
sequence type (Schegloff, 2007:13e14 et passim).

Theadjacencypair isa sociallynormativeandsociallyaccountable structure. Theadjacencypair isnot, asHeritage (1984b:246)
put it, an “empirical generalization” about the frequency with which particular social actions occur in adjacent turns (see also
Coulter,1983). Although quantitative studies have shown that first and second pair-parts do indeed frequently co-occur, not only
in English (Stivers and Robinson, 2006; Kendrick and Torreira, 2015) but also across a diverse sample of languages (Stivers et al.,
2009), the adjacency pair is not, in the first instance, a statistical or probabilistic phenomenon. In the words of Heritage
(1984b:247), “interaction is not structured, nor is its structure implemented, on the basis of statistical calculations”. The adja-
cencypair shouldbeunderstoodasa formofnormativeorganization: afirst pair-part establishes a setofnormative constraints on
the type and form of actionwithwhich the recipient should respond. The recipientmay choose not to respond as expectede for
example, by not returning a greetinge but this choicewill nonetheless be understood as ameaningful departure from the norm.

Evidence for the operation of conditional relevance cited in the literature is fourfold. (i) The absence of a second pair-part
after the recognizable production of a first pair-part is inferentially implicative, proving a warrant for inferences to account for
the absence (Schegloff, 1968), which can surface as sanctions (Stivers and Robinson, 2006) or complaints (Atkinson and Drew,
1979:54e55). (ii) If no second pair-part occurs, the speaker of the first pair-part may pursue a response, using a variety of
practices to do so (see Section 3.1). Pursuing a response reveals the speaker's expectation that a response was conditionally
1 Antecedents to research on sequence organization appear in Sacks's lectures from the mid 1960s, most of which remained unpublished until 1992 (cf.
Schegloff, 1972:76). Sacks initially referred to adjacency pairs as “paired activities”, using an exchange of greetings as an example (1965/1992a:95e99), and
later as “paired objects”, observing that “if a first member of a pair occurs, then the second ought to be done, and if it's not, that's noticeable” (1966/1992a:
308). Sacks used this “paired-utterance phenomenon” to develop the notion of noticeable absences: “in the case of the pairs, where an utterance provides,
specifically, the relevance of a second, the second's absence is noticeable and noticed” (1967/1992a:670). Schegloff (1967:86) notes that “the term and some
elements of the idea of ‘conditional relevance’ were suggested by Harvey Sacks”.

2 Sacks (1967/1992a:667) provides “a non-exhaustive list” of actions that constitute first pair-parts: “greetings, challenges, threats, warnings, offers,
requests, complaints, invitations, [and] announcements”, to which he adds: "commands” and “demands”.
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relevant (Atkinson and Drew,1979:52; Heritage,1984b:248e249). (iii) The recognizable production of a first pair-part provides
for the relevance of subsidiary actions, such as repair initiations, that facilitate the completion of the sequence and thereby
orient to the relevance of a second pair-part (Schegloff, 1972; Atkinson and Drew, 1979:55e57). (iv) A recipient who does not
provide a conditionally relevant second pair-part, such as an answer to a question, may nonetheless orient to its relevance
through the provision of an account for its absence (e.g. I don't know, see Heritage,1984b:249e251, Stivers and Robinson, 2006).

3.1. The presence of conditional relevance across languages

The fact that questions, and by extension answers, are universally attested across the world's languages (Sadock and
Zwicky, 1985; Stivers et al., 2009) is prima facie evidence that the adjacency pair is a cross-linguistic universal. But evi-
dence for the socially normative nature of conditional relevance has, to the best of our knowledge, only been adduced for
familiar European languages (see e.g. Schegloff, 2007 for English, and Stivers and Rossano, 2010 for Italian). To determine
whether the speakers of the languages in our sample orient to a normative obligation for a recipient to produce a second pair-
part in response to a first, we examined sequences in which a first-pair-part speaker pursues a response from a recipient
when it is not immediately forthcoming.

While we do not have the space here to exhibit the patterns across all dozen languages, the following case fromMandarin
Chinese provides an example of such pursuits of response (see Section 1 in the SupplementaryMaterials for examples from all
languages). As a mother and her adolescent son have an afternoon snack in the kitchen of their apartment, the son pours milk
into a bowl of cereal and informs his mother that only a small amount remains. He then asks his mother to save the milk for
him. Here and in the following extracts, we mark the first pair-parts with F and the second parts with S, indexing where
necessary which parts belong together (see Appendix B for annotation and transcription conventions).
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The son's request for the milk (line 5), for which he provides a recipient-designed account (line 6), receives no response
from his mother (line 7). At a position inwhich she could grant or deny the request, she remains silent. The son then issues an
alternative request, namely not to give the milk to his sister (the only other person who lives in the apartment), an outcome
that would likely increase his chances for the milk. Here, too, the mother remains silent (line 9). He then (line 10) uses a
linguistic device more or less dedicated to pursuing a response in Mandarin Chinese: hao bu hao, literally ‘good not good’. The
disjunctive question explicitly solicits a response inwhich themother either grants the request (e.g. with hao ‘good’) or denies
it (e.g. with bu hao ‘not good’). The mother grants the request at line 11, bringing the sequence to a close.

The pursuit of a response after a first pair-part provides evidence for the conditional relevance of a second pair-part. The
absence of a second, such as the mother's silence in the example above, warrants the repetition or reformulation of the first
pair-part, as well as the use of linguistic devices that explicitly pursue a response. In Tzeltal, a Mayan language of Mexico,
there is a linguistic device that a third party e that is, neither the speaker of the first pair-part nor the recipient fromwhom a
response is due e can use to intervene into a sequence (see Lerner, 2019) to pursue a response. The expression jak'a laj is the
imperative form of the verb jak’ ‘to answer’ followed by the quotative particle, meaning that what the speaker has just said is a
quote of what someone else has said. But the expression as a whole draws attention to the normative obligation to answer. A
common use of this device is to pursue a response from a child. In the following example, after Xn asks a four-year-old child to
fetch a bowl, which is itself a pursuit after an earlier request, Mal intervenes on Xn's behalf, using jak'a laj to pursue a
response.

Although the intervention fails to get a second pair-part from the child, it does elicit a vocal response in the form of a
hesitation particle (line 4). The adults eventually abandon their efforts to secure a response from the child as Al volunteers to
take away the bowl himself (line 7).

By pursuing a response, a speaker reveals his or her expectation that a response was due and treats its absence as an
official and noticeable event in the conversation (Schegloff, 1968, 2007). Response pursuits such as these were observed in all
languages in the sample, providing evidence for the operation of conditional relevance in conversation across our diverse set
of languages and cultures.

3.2. Not all adjacent actions are adjacency pairs: broadcasting in ǂAkhoe Haiǀǀom

Before we proceed from adjacency pairs to their expansions, a crucial point must be made to delimit the scope of our
investigation: conditional relevance is not the only principle by which sequences of action are organized. Participants use
adjacency pairs to manage many basic social and communicative contingencies, such as transferring goods and services
(offers and requests), exchanging information (announcements and questions), and initiating or terminating social en-
counters (openings and closings), among others (cf. Schegloff and Sacks, 1973:297). However, not all sequences of action are
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organized as adjacency pairs (Schegloff, 2007:9). In ǂAkhoe Haiǀǀom, speakers can produce turns at talk for others to hear
with no obligation for them to respond. According to Hoymann (2016), such turns constitute ‘broadcasts’ similar to those
described by Walsh (1991) for Australian Aboriginal languages. Broadcasts are produced at relatively low volume and do not
employ practices, such as recipient-directed gaze, that address the turn to a particular recipient (Lerner, 2003). In the
following example, as three women sit outside and do beadwork, they use both adjacency pairs and broadcasts to organize
their talk.
Fig. 2. As she produces the broadcasts, Ga, in the middle of the frame, leans forward and lowers her head, attending to her beadwork, visible in panel (b).
The example begins with a polar question by Ga about the beadwork (line 1), which makes an answer conditionally
relevant. After Su provides this, Ga leans forward, lowers her head, and returns to her work (see Fig. 2b). Maintaining this
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position, she produces two utterances, neither of which is designed to solicit a response. She first formulates the activity in
which the women are currently engaged: n�eba n�etse ra d�ohe kara i ge ‘here today beads are beaded’ (line 5). Unlike her
previous question, her formulation does not mandate a specific response from the other women, nor do they provide one.
Indeed, like what Levinson (1988) has called an out-loud (see also Goffman, 1981), the utterance lacks an addressee, being
produced without gaze direction to either of the other women (cf. Stivers and Rossano, 2010). Ga merely broadcasts the
utterance to those around her as she attends to her work. After a short silence (line 6), she continues the broadcast with a
report about the beads (line 7). While this does elicit a next turn byMa (line 9), the linguistic design of the turn is not one of a
responding action (e.g. a response to a news announcement such as abo ‘father!’), but rather that of an initiating action, a
question. Ma requests specific information about the broadcast, namely the type of beads that were bought for Na. Crucially,
Ga's broadcast did not call for a recipient to make such a request. The first pair-part of an adjacency pair, in contrast, specifies
an action, from a delimited set, that a recipient should perform in the next turn. In general terms, broadcasts provide op-
portunities for broadcast-recipients to initiate sequences of action, but they do not establish normative obligations for them
to do so.

Broadcasts in ǂAkhoe Haiǀǀom demonstrate that the socio-interactional principles that organize adjacency pairs are not
the only principles that organize sequences of action in conversation. The relevance of a question after a broadcast is different
in kind than the conditional relevance of a second pair-part on a first (see Schegloff, 2007 on retro-sequences). In the
remainder of this article, we focus exclusively on adjacency pairs and adjacency pair expansion across the languages of the
sample.
4. Adjacency pair expansion

An adjacency pair can be expanded with additional adjacency pairs at three logical positions, each of which can be
instantiated by two specific types, as shown in Table 2 (Schegloff, 2007). In this section, we illustrate the three positions and
six types of sequence expansion that Schegloff describes for English, using data from our diverse sample of languages from
around the world. A complete set of examples (i.e. of all types in all languages, where available) can be found in the
Supplementary Materials.
Table 2
The three positions and six types of sequence expansion.

Positions Pre Insert Post
Types Generic Specific Post-first Pre-second Minimal Non-minimal
4.1. Pre-expansion

An adjacency pair that occurs before the first pair-part of a base adjacency pair and projects the relevance of that sequence
is known as a pre-expansion. The nature of the action projection differentiates two types: (i) generic pre-expansions, which
project the relevance of a base first pair-part but do not specify its action (e.g. a summons-answer sequence), and (ii) specific
pre-expansions, which both project the relevance of a base first pair-part and specify or delimit the action it will perform (e.g.
a pre-offer sequence).

4.1.1. Generic pre-expansions
The languages in the sample use a variety of linguistic forms to initiate summonses or generic pre-expansions, including

particles (e.g. hey in English), names, honorifics (e.g. me'tik ‘Mrs.’ in Tzeltal), names with honorifics (e.g. Odo san ‘Mr. Odo’ in
Japanese), kin terms (e.g. pap�a ‘dad’ in Italian), and person categories (e.g. vieja ‘old woman’ in Cha'palaa, borrowed from
Spanish). In the following example from Mandarin Chinese, as Gu and Zhou talk about clothing, Wu interrupts with the
particle ei ‘hey’, a summons addressed by gaze direction to Zhou.
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The particle ei ‘hey’ initiates a summons-answer sequence and therebymakes a response by the addressed recipient, Zhou,
conditionally relevant. In response, Zhou directs her attention to Wu and answers with the particle hah? This completes the
pre-expansion sequence and allows for the initiation of the base sequence, an apology for a minor offense. The first pair-part
of a generic pre-expansion such as this signals that a base sequence will occur, contingent on the response, but notwhat that
sequencewill involve. Generic pre-expansions such as this were observed in all languages in the sample (see Section 2.1 in the
SupplementaryMaterials for examples). In Argentine Sign Language, where one needs to be assured of visual attention before
signing, generic pre-expansions proliferate as signers frequently use a variety of visual and tactile actions e fromwaving, to
tapping, to stomping on the grounde to secure the visual attention of a recipient before a base first pair-part (see Extract S18
for a striking example).
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4.1.2. Specific pre-expansions
The first pair-part of a pre-expansion sequence can also specify or delimit the action that a projected first pair-part will

perform. In the following English example, from an interaction between a group of university students in a common area on
campus, Mark overhears Owen talk with other students about video games. He then asks Owen if he has a video game console
as a preliminary to a request to play together (i.e. a pre-request).
With no response to his question (line 1), Mark uses a series of generic pre's to secure Owen's attention. He first
summons him by name, using a whisper voice that orients to his actions as interruptive (line 3), and then raises his hand
into Owen's field of view (line 4). After Owen answers the summons, Mark reissues his question, one that ostensibly
concerns Owen's possession of a video game console. Abstract questions such as this are commonly understood by par-
ticipants not as requests for information in their own right, but as preliminaries to requests (Levinson, 1983; Schegloff,
2007). Such questions initiate specific pre-expansions, making conditionally relevant a response that either allows the
projected base sequence to go forward, as Owen's response at line 8 does, or blocks it (e.g. “no, I don't”), an outcome that
would allow the participants to avoid a rejection to the request proper. The request then follows in line 10. Specific pre-
expansions were observed in 11 of the languages in the sample (see Section 2.2 in the Supplementary Materials for ex-
amples). A particular cultural practice in Tzeltal can result in a multitude of specific pre-expansions in a single sequence:
An invitation to enter one's home can serve as a preliminary to an offer of food, which is obligatorily provided to guests. Yet
guests routinely refuse multiple times before they accept such invitations, resulting in a proliferation of pre-offer se-
quences (see Extract S33).

4.2. Insert expansion

An adjacency pair that occurs between the first and second pair-parts of a base sequence and is initiated by the recipient of
the base first pair-part is known as an insert expansion (1990, 2007:97e114). Two types can be differentiated according to
whether they are backward or forward looking: (i) post-first inserts have a retrospective orientation and manage troubles in
hearing or understanding a base first pair-part, and (ii) pre-second inserts have a prospective orientation and establish the
conditions to decide between alternative base second pair-parts.

4.2.1. Post-first insert expansions
Because the first pair-part of an adjacency pair makes a response by the recipient conditionally relevant, it also re-

quires that the recipient has heard and understood it well enough to respond appropriately. But this is not always the
case. The recipient may therefore produce an action that initiates repair by the first speaker. In the following example
from Siwu (Dingemanse, 2015:235), Ogbe asks Kuma a question about ‘that one’, an indexical reference to a person that
Kuma evidently fails to recognize.
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In next position to the question, Kuma initiates an insert expansion, using an interrogative pronoun to locate the
person reference in the questions as a source of trouble. Ogbe's response fails to resolve the trouble and Kuma initiates a
second insert sequence, proffering a candidate understanding of whom ‘that one’ refers to, which Ogbe confirms (lines
5e7). The sequence that follows at lines 8e9 is not an insert expansion per se, as it targets not the base first pair-part but
rather the second pair-part of the prior insert sequence (see Section 4.3 on post-expansion). After the proper referent has
been established, Kuma produces the relevant second pair-part for the base sequence. Post-first insert expansions
are sequences of other-initiated repair (Schegloff et al., 1977; Schegloff, 2007; Manrique, 2016), with which the recipient
of a first pair-part addresses a trouble in perceiving or understanding. Given that repair sequences of this type have been
identified in all languages investigated to date (see e.g. the sample of 21 languages in Enfield et al., 2013), the universality
of post-first insert expansions in the current sample is to be expected (see Section 3.1 in the Supplementary Materials for
examples).

4.2.2. Pre-second insert expansions
Although some first pair-parts require that the recipient produce a second pair-part of the same action type (e.g. a greeting

calls for a reciprocal greeting), many allow the recipient to select among a set of alternative second pair-parts (e.g. one may
accept or decline an invitation). To facilitate this selection, the recipient can initiate a sequence whereby he or she solicits
additional information from the speaker of the first pair-part. Such sequences do not retrospectively address troubles in
hearing or understanding a base first pair-part but rather prospectively establish the conditions for the base second pair-part.
The following example of a pre-second insert expansion comes from a northern dialect of Italian as Bianca and Flavia take
their turn in a game of cards.
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After Bianca directs Flavia, her teammate, to put down a double (i.e., two cards of the same number), Flavia does not
immediately produce the relevant second pair-part but rather offers Bianca two alternatives and thereby initiates a pre-
second insert expansion. When Bianca selects neither, Flavia pursues the matter, initiating another insert expansion, a
proposal of one alternative. Only after Bianca agrees does Flavia produce the conditionally relevant response. Here, then, the
recipient of a first pair-part initiates two sequences designed to facilitate the selection of a second pair-part from among a
set of alternatives. Across the sample of languages pre-second insert expansions such as this were impressionistically quite
rare, and indeed have thus far been observed in only nine of the 12 languages (see Section 3.2 in the Supplementary
Materials for examples).

4.3. Post-expansion

Once the recipient of the first pair-part produces the conditionally relevant second pair-part, the adjacency pair
is complete. But the completion of a base adjacency pair is not necessarily the end of the sequence. The speaker of
the base first pair-part can expand the sequence in two basic ways: (i) through the production of a turn that registers
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the adequacy of the base second pair-part and explicitly signals sequence completion, or (ii) through the initiation
of a sequence that takes the opposite stance towards the base second pair-part, indicating that it is especially
newsworthy, or alternatively inadequate (and hence to be elaborated) or somehow problematic (Schegloff,
2007:115e168). There are thus two types of post-expansion: minimal post-expansions, also known as sequence-
closing thirds (SCT), and non-minimal post-expansions, which are themselves adjacency pairs. In comparison to
expansions at other positions, post-expansions, especially non-minimal ones, exhibit greater variation across the
languages in the sample.

4.3.1. Minimal post-expansions
After a second pair-part, the speaker of the first pair-part can produce an action that registers the second and signals that

the sequence is complete. Such sequence-closing thirds are optional expansions of the sequence.3 In the following example
from Turkmen, after Myrat answers a question about whether a mutual friend owns a hookah, Maral registers the answer
firstly with a particle h€a, which functions similarly to the change-of-state oh in English (Heritage, 1984a), and secondly with a
claim of understanding.

Such actions in the third position of a sequence register the second pair-part and treat the adjacency pair as closed. In this
example, the initiation of a new sequence by Myrat at line 7 after the sequence-closing third demonstrates that he has
understood the prior sequence to be complete. Minimal post-expansions were observed in all languages in the sample (see
Section 4.1 in the Supplementary Materials for examples). In Argentine Sign Language, the body position of the one who
produces the first pair-part often reflects the status of the sequence. A signer who asks a question may lean forward towards
the recipient and hold this position until an answer is given. Then, in third position, the signer returns to his or her body to
neutral position and thereby visibly embodies the closure of the sequence, which can be understood as non-verbal sequence-
closing third (see Extract S63).

4.3.2. Non-minimal post-expansions
Four types of non-minimal post-expansion have been described by Schegloff (2007) for English: (i) topicalizing a

second pair-part, thereby treating it as worthy of further on-topic talk; (ii) initiating repair on a second-pair-part;
(iii) rejecting, challenging, or disagreeing with a second pair-part; and (iv) reissuing or reworking a first pair-part
after a non-aligning response (p. 149e168). Aside from the first, topicalization, the non-minimal post-expansions
identified in English are all remedial or disaffiliative in nature, used to manage various misunderstandings and
3 Jefferson and Schenkein (1978) have argued that some sequence types require a third position action to close the sequence (see also Kevoe-Feldman
and Robinson, 2012).
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misalignments that emerge with the production of a second pair-part.4 This third position after the adjacency pair is a
natural locus for such actions, since the second part of the base pair makes clear how the first was understood and acted
upon (Schegloff, 1992).

But in two of the languages in our sample, Yurakar�e and Tzeltal, an additional type of non-minimal post-expansion is
especially common, namely repetitional post-expansions in which the speaker of the first pair-part repeats all or part of the
second pair-part and in so doing makes confirmation by the speaker of the base second pair-part conditionally relevant e a
type of non-minimal post-expansionwe refer to as a repetitional receipt sequence. The repetitional receipt sequences in Tzeltal
appear with an abundance unmatched by the other languages in the sample. The extreme proliferation of repetition in Tzeltal
has been previously documented by Brown (1998), ((Brown and Levinson 1987) and appears in other Mayan languages as
well. In the following example, two base adjacency pairs are expanded by repetitional receipt sequences, the second of which
includes a sequence-closing third. The questions by Chanit concern Alonso's ex-wife and circumstances that lead to his time
in jail.
4 There thus appears to be a general tendency in English for sequence expansion e at all positions e to manage social disaffiliation and interactional
misalignment.
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In contrast to a language like English, inwhich responses to polar questions normally employ polar response particles such
as yes and no (Raymond, 2003), in Tzeltal an affirmative response is normally accomplished by repetition (Brown, 2010;
Enfield et al., 2019). As a result, repetitional receipt sequences in Tzeltal typically consist of two repetitions, one as a receipt of
the base second pair-part and one as a confirmation of the receipt. Two repetitional receipt sequences occur in the example
above. After Alonso answers Chanit's first question, Chanit repeats the answer at line 4, which Alonso then confirms in the
next turn, though he does not complete his utterance as Chanit issues a follow-up question in overlap at line 6. Similarly, the
repetitional receipt by Chanit at line 8 also elicits a confirmation by Alonso, after which Chanit produces a claim of under-
standing and thereby brings the sequence to a close.5 Unlike in the English cases described by Schegloff (2007), these non-
minimal post-expansions are not disaffiliative in nature: the speaker who initiates the post-expansion does not challenge the
base second pair-part, nor does he treat it as a source of trouble in need of repair (cf. Schegloff, 2007:149e168). Repetitional
receipt sequences in Tzeltal are a normal, unmarked way to register a base second pair-part and to bring the sequence to a
close. While repetitional receipt sequences were especially prominent in Tzeltal, as well as Yurakar�e (see Extract S81), non-
minimal post-expansions more generally were observed in all languages in the sample (see Section 4.2 in the Supplementary
Materials for examples).
4.4. Expansion types across languages

The primary goal of our investigation was to determine whether adjacency pair expansion, which has been well docu-
mented in English, also occurs in a diverse sample of languages and cultures from around the world. We have relied for
exposition on select examples in this article and its Supplementary Materials. Our results show that adjacency pair expansion
is indeed a cross-linguistic and cross-cultural phenomenon.We found that sequence expansion occurred in all three positions
e pre, insert, and postein all languages in the sample. Moreover, four of the six types were also well attested in all languages
(see Table 3). However, two types of adjacency pair expansion were not universally attested: specific pre-expansions in
Cha'palaa and pre-second insert expansions in Argentine Sign Language, Tzeltal, and Y�elî Dnye. Furthermore, even in other
languages, pre-second insert expansions were impressionistically rare and for some only a single clear case could be iden-
tified. Thus while we found unequivocal evidence of sequence expansion in all three positions in all 12 languages, particular
types of expansion in pre and insert position were not universally attested.
Table 3
The attestation of positions and types of adjacency pair expansion across the sample of languages. � ¼ attested, - ¼ unattested so far.

Language Pre Insert Post

Generic Specific Post-first Pre-second Minimal Non-minimal

ǂAkhoe Haiǀǀom � � � � � �
Cha'palaa � e � � � �
English � � � � � �
Italian � � � � � �
Japanese � � � � � �
LSA � � � e � �
Mandarin � � � � � �
Siwu � � � � � �
Turkmen � � � � � �
Tzeltal � � � e � �
Y�elî Dnye � � � e � �
Yurakar�e � � � � � �
Within the context of uniformity, however, we have also observed subtle variation in some languages. The visual modality
of Argentine Sign Language, we have noted, places a special burden on generic pre-expansions, and such sequences thus occur
with an abundance unmatched by the spoken languages in our sample. The cultural practice in Tzeltal of refusing pre-offers
can lead to multiple pre-sequences being produced before a base adjacency pair. Such sequences, while characteristic of a
particular cultural practice, are nonetheless built out of basic structures that occur across the languages in the sample. The
repetitional receipt sequences found in Tzeltal and Yurakar�e are similarly characteristic of these languages, but again the basic
structures are the same as those found in other languages. The data thus suggest that the basic structures of sequence
expansion in pre, insert, and post positions are remarkably uniform, even if particular uses that speakers of different lan-
guages find for them can differ in subtle ways. We now turn to consider what might lie behind these striking parallels in
language use across cultures.
5 The two part receipt is a very common format, but odd numbers of repeats occur, so it is clear that not all have the strict conditional relevance typical of
adjacency pairs.
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5. Discussion

5.1. The functional organization of adjacency pair expansion

Sequence expansion in human interaction can be shown to have some straightforward functional motivations. First, the
adjacency pair is a basic unit of collaborative action. It establishes a division of labor between initiation and response as a
cooperative solution to the problem of joint action (see Clark, 1996). As such, it is a form of contingent action distributed
across two parties, one whose roots can be seen in human ontogeny, where infants learn that smiles and vocalizations elicit
stimulating andmatching reciprocation from the caregiver (Bruner, 1975; Hilbrink et al., 2015). The infant must go on to learn
that different initiating actions get tailored responses, so that, for example, lifting the arms elicits being picked up by the
caregiver. This kind of protoeadjacency pair can be learned through ritualization, so that what was at first a natural adap-
tation to being lifted becomes a signal of wanting to be lifted, and it can be observed in our nearest cousins the great apes
especially between mothers and infants (see Section 5.3 below). It relies of course on a desire to help, and thus in humans it
points to a fundamental generalization of co-operation beyond immediate kin (Tomasello, 2008). Conditional relevance has
its root then in the obligation to play one's part in joint action, to which human communication is assimilated (Clark, 1996).

The core unit, the adjacency pair, is thus highly motivated. But what about the specific structures of pre-expansions, insert
sequences, and post expansions that are built around it? In part following Schegloff (2007), our argument is that these can be
seen to arise from the way in which the interactional production of a basic adjacency pair sequences generates recurrent
contingencies that participants must manage (see Fig. 3). The interactional system has basic requirements (Goffman, 1976),
akin to Hockett's (1960) design features of language. The interactional system requires mechanisms to secure an open
channel, to implement a course of action jointly, to repair troubles if they emerge, and so on. Let us take each of the three
expansion types in turn.
Fig. 3. The functional organization of adjacency pair expansion.
Consider first the functional motivations for pre-expansions. Generic pre-expansions or summonses are motivated by the
fact that mutual attention (or channel accessibility) must be established before the base sequence is delivered, lest the
recipient fail to see or hear the base first pair-part. Specific pre-expansions project the nature of the forthcoming base
sequence, usually by checking that a precondition for the base FPP holds (as in “do you actually have a console?” in Extract 6).
It is notable that in English at least specific pre's are used especially where the base FPP is a socially delicate action, such as the
delivery of bad news, or a request or complaint that may threaten the recipient's face. In general, then, a preliminary sequence
can pre-manage issues of face and dispreference by giving early warning about the nature of the base FPP, which can be
aborted early if necessary (see Levinson, 1983; Schegloff, 2007).

Turning now to insert expansions between the base FPP and SPP, there are different functional motivations for the two
types described above. Post-first inserts have as central cases repair sequences, elicited by an other-initiation of repair. Clearly
the recipient of the FPP is in no place to produce a SPP if it was not heard or not understood. Pre-second inserts on the other
hand are used when further information is required in order to select among alternative second pair-parts (see Extract 8).
Insert expansions thus handle preconditions for a successful SPP that were missing in the delivery of the FPP.

Post-expansions are of two rather different types: single turns (sequence-closing thirds) and adjacency pairs. A single turn
may register the adequacy of the SPP and thereby forego an opportunity to expand the sequence, indicating sequence closure
(Heritage, 1984a; Schegloff, 2007). One of the culturally divergent findings of this study is that in some languages this
sequence-closing function is performed by a full adjacency pair (cf. the discussion of Tzeltal and Yurakar�e above). But a
following full adjacency pair can also be used to resolve problems arising from the SPP, including an other-initiated repair
sequence, or in other ways follow up on an SPP.
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5.2. Universals of human interaction

The findings of this study suggest that the organization of action-sequencing in human interaction has a remarkable cross-
cultural uniformity. Meanwhile, very stable patterns across languages have also been observed in the ways in which turn-
taking is organized and the temporal properties it exhibits (Stivers et al., 2009). Research on other-initiated repair has
shown very specific parallels in the shape and types of the initiators, the conditions under which different formats are used,
and the procedures for resolution of troubles in hearing or understanding (Dingemanse et al., 2015). These three domains
form the pillars of conversation analysis and have been identified by Schegloff (2006) as crucial components of the infra-
structure for social interaction.

In all three domains, things could have been otherwise, as a quick glance at culturally shaped patterns of institutional
exchange reveals. As we noted, we do not expect to find the same kind of sequence organization in courtrooms, presidential
press interviews, or classrooms, let alone in hunter-gatherer rituals. Nor do we find the same turn-taking system, nor the
same repair system. The universal infrastructure seems to hold specifically in the most informal, ordinary interactive lan-
guage use, namely conversation. The institutional exchange systems seem to have selected just parts of this broader informal
system and specialized it for special cultural purposes (see Drew and Heritage, 1992). But the underlying informal system
looks culturally independent to a large degree.

This underlying infrastructure for human interaction is part of a raft of special interactional properties that has been called the
‘interaction engine’ (Levinson 2006, 2019), which would include the cooperative instincts, the interest in other minds, and the
socialmotivations thatpropel interaction.Manyof theseproperties aremissingoronlyweaklyattested inournearest cousins, the
othergreat apes (seeSection5.3). It is the interactionengine that affords language,not theotherwayarounde inhumanontogeny
one observes the interaction engine in proto-conversation in the pre-verbal infant, and it is these abilities that make the acqui-
sition of language possible. We also see the interaction engine at work in the very construction of linguistic systems as in ‘home
sign’ (Goldin-Meadow, 2005) or ‘cross-signing’ when deaf persons from different cultures form a new intermediate language
(Byun et al., 2014). Most likely these abilities also preceded language in phylogeny (Levinson and Holler, 2014; Levinson, 2016).

The interaction engine not only makes possible our elaborated communications systems, it also makes possible human
social systems. Human interaction is shot through with social considerations e we have seen this in the sequence domain
with the way in which structures are partly motivated to test sensitive waters, as when a pre-request is used to feel out the
probabilities of a request being successful, or when a post-expansion gently queries a disaffiliative SPP, allowing for an
ameliorative second version (Schegloff, 2007:154). From this we learn that the structures of human social interaction are
partly built around the attempt to maintain affiliative, face-preserving behavior (Brown and Levinson, 1987), which is itself
motivated by the need to maintain the cooperation that makes joint action possible. The discovery of strong universals in
sequence organization further strengthens a compelling story about the source of human elite cultural capacities in a uni-
versal interactional infrastructure.

5.3. The roots of sequence organization

Both the base adjacency pair and its three positions for expansion sequences, we have argued, can be seen to be motivated
by functional considerations. But the existence of other speech exchange systems (as in the various cultural configurations of
institutional talk) makes clear that this is not the only conceivable system, and it is worth asking what kinds of origins may lie
behind the organization of action-sequencing in conversation.

We noted that the base adjacency pair can be observed in pre-linguistic ontogeny, but interestingly it may also be visible in
our nearest great ape cousins, and thus plausibly in phylogeny. Great apes, such as orangutans and bonobos, produce se-
quences of action remarkably similar to the adjacency pairs found in human interaction (e.g., Rossano, 2013; Fr€ohlich et al.,
2016). These sequences consist of two actions, an initiation and a response, much like the first and second pair-parts of
adjacency pairs. Indeed, the absence of a response can lead the initiator to repeat the first action, thereby apparently pursuing
a response, again much like the pursuits observed in human interaction.

The implication is clear: one of the most basic units of human social interaction, which we have here shown to occur
universally across a diverse sample of languages and cultures, has apparent homologs in the social interaction of nonhuman
primates. But what about the more elaborate structures that occur in human interaction? Consider, for example, generic pre-
expansions. To determine whether chimpanzees would use a first gesture to attract the attention of a partner before they
produce a second gesture, Liebal (2004a) examined the complete inventory of gesture sequences used by a group of captive
chimpanzees. In a corpus of 75 h of video, the authors found no evidence of such sequences. Rather than produce preliminary
actions to attract attention before subsequent gestures, chimpanzees and other great apes have a simpler solution: theymove
in front of the non-attending partner before they gesture (Liebal, 2004b). They can also use gestures to draw attention to
simultaneous embodied displays, such as a play face or an erection, which in turn foreshadow specific activities (Pika et al.,
2005). The chimpanzee analog to a generic pre-expansion does not project the relevance of a subsequent communicative
action, contingent upon a response by the recipient to the first. It rather directs the recipient to attend to the source of the
signal to find its relevance in already available, non-contingent embodied displays.

What, then, sets human pre-expansions apart, aside from the linguistic resources we use to construct them? A good
candidate is hierarchical organization. A preliminary first pair-part not only makes a response relevant; it also projects the
relevance of a subsequent first pair-part. Although hierarchical organization has been observed in complex motoric actions of
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some great apes (e.g. for food preparation; Byrne and Russon, 1998), such capacities have not been clearly adapted to the
socio-interactional or linguistic domains, as presumably they have in humans (Pulvermüller, 2014). According to Conway and
Christiansen (2001), “non-human primates appear to be limited in their ability to learn and represent the hierarchical
structure of sequences” (p. 539). Further, the possibility of recursive application of sequence expansion seemswell beyond the
abilities of other great apes.

5.4. Grammatical adaptations to sequence organization

Understanding the origins and nature of sequence organization is of substantial importance to linguistics. Sequences
constitute the contexts in which children learn to use language and discover what utterances achieve. They thus constitute
the fundamental bootstrap into language. This phylogenetic and ontogenetic priority must form a substantial set of con-
straints on linguistic form. Conversation analysts and interactional linguists have argued that the structure of social inter-
action, as the prime ecological niche of language use, shapes grammar (Schegloff, 1996; Ford et al., 2002; Thompson and
Couper-Kuhlen, 2005; Thompson et al., 2015). The functional pressures of sequence organization, we argue, shape the
structure of language in important ways. Consider for example the universality of questions, which have as their central use
the function of first parts of adjacency pairs. Indeed, two of the three near universal sentence types (Sadock and Zwicky,1985),
interrogatives and imperatives, tend to initiate adjacency pairs. The universality of sequence organization may thus explain
the near universality of these forms. Moreover, the precise grammar of interrogation across the world's languages, from
intonation, to final particles, to syntactic inversion, may be adapted to the organization of adjacency pairs (see Thompson,
1998). The utility of sequence initiation, for example, may explain the cross-linguistically widespread occurrence of tag
questions (Ultan, 1978), which allow speakers of first pair-parts to pursue responses that have been withheld (see Extract 2)
and can retroactively transform actions that do not initiate sequences into ones that do (Sacks et al., 1974:718).

The interactional contingencies of action-sequencing in conversation can also forge pathways for the emergence and
grammaticalization of syntactic constructions: left dislocations in conversation often take the form of pre-sequences
(Geluykens, 1989, 1992), and right dislocations emerge as speakers repair indexical references in pursuit of response
(Pekarek Doehler, 2011; Bolden et al., 2012). The selection among alternative syntactic constructions for particular actions
(e.g., offers) is also sensitive to the structure of sequences, with different positionsmandating different forms (Curl, 2006). The
familiar pattern of noun phrase reduction and anaphora over subsequent mention is in fact closely tied to sequence orga-
nization as well: full noun phrases tend to occur in turns that initiate sequences whereas pronouns occur in subsequent turns
within the same sequence (Fox, 1987). Even the prosody of turns at talk reflects their position within a sequence, with high
pitch onsets observed in turns that initiate sequences (Couper-Kuhlen, 2004). In all these ways the organization of action
sequences in interaction shapes the forms of language that speakers use. Working out the full consequences of the functional
pressures of sequence organization on linguistic form should be a prime research objective for linguistic theory.
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Appendix A.

Sequence annotations symbols
F First pair-part
S Second pair-part
Fb Base first pair-part
Sb Base second pair-part
Fpre First pair-part of pre-expansion
Spre Second pair-part of pre-expansion
Fins First pair-part of insert expansion
Sins Second pair-part of insert expansion
Fpost First pair-part of post-expansion
Spost Second pair-part of post-expansion
SCT Sequence-closing third
Fpursuit First pair-part in pursuit of response



Transcription conventions
The transcripts employ the following conventions developed by Jefferson (2004).

: Prolongation of the immediately prior sound
. Final falling pitch
, Final intermediate pitch
? Final rising pitch
[ The point of overlap onset
- Cut-off of the immediately prior utterance
(0.0) The duration of gaps and pauses in tenths of seconds
(.) A brief interval of about a tenth of a second within or between utterances
� Relatively low volume
¼ No break or gap between lines
[ Shift to especially high pitch
(( )) Transcriber's descriptions
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Abbreviations for interlinear glosses

1
 first person

2
 second person

3
 third person

A
 Absolutive

ACC
 accusative

ANTIP
 antipassive

APPL
 applicative

ASSO
 assosiative

CVB
 converb

COOP
 Cooperative

COP
 Copula

DAT
 Dative

DECL
 Declarative

DEM
 demonstrative

DIM
 Diminutive

DISTR
 Distributive

DIT
 Ditransitive

E
 Ergative

EMPH
 Emphatic

EXL
 Exclamative

FOC
 Focus

HES
 Hesitation

ICP
 incompletive

IMM
 Immediate

IMP
 Imperative

INSTR
 instrumental

INTJ
 Interjection

LOC
 Locative

N.EGO
 non-egophoric

NEG
 Negative

NMLZ
 nominalizer/nominalization

NPST
 Nonpast

PASS
 Passive

PRF
 Prefect

PRT
 Particle

PFV
 Perfective

PL
 Plural

POSS
 Possessive

PRF
 Perfect

PROG
 Progressive

PRS
 Present

PSN
 personal name

PST
 Past

Q
 question particle or affix

QUOT
 Quotative

SCL
 subject clitic

SG
 Singular

TOP
 topic marker
Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pragma.2020.06.009.
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